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Decision Making 
4-Criteria Technique 

 
Some people have difficulty facing decisions with competing options of tasks to complete.  Many times, these 
tasks contribute to reaching important goals. These situations can often lead to procrastination or avoiding a 
decision altogether. Being decisive is one of the most important qualities an athlete can have because it 
promotes self-esteem and confidence while encouraging leadership. 
 
This activity will teach you a 4-criteria decision making technique to help you make hard decisions. 
 
Improving Your Decision Making Skills Will Make You More Decisive in Your Sport 
Champions are confident in their ability to make the right decision all the time. This decision making 
confidence allows champions to rely on instinct during competition and perform to their fullest potential. 
 

Learn the 4-Criteria to Help You Make Decisions 

 

CRITERIA 1. URGENCY - how urgent is the task/goal to complete or succeed in? 

 
CRITERIA 2. IMPORTANCE - how important is the task/goal to complete or succeed in? 
 
CRITERIA 3. SATISFACTION - how much satisfaction will you gain by completing or 
succeeding in the task/goal? 

 

CRITERIA 4. PAIN - how much pain or discomfort will you experience by NOT completing 
or succeeding in the task/goal? 

 
 

CRITERIA 1. URGENCY 
Urgency indicates a need for swift action. An activity is more urgent if it requires more immediate action or 
needs to be done sooner than other options. 
 
A simple example is that the urgency to work on a task that is due tomorrow should be higher than a similar 
task that is due next week.  
 

You will rate on a scale of 1-10 how urgent is the task/goal to complete or succeed in? 
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CRITERIA 2. IMPORTANCE 
Importance comes down to how much something matters to an activity or outcome that you care greatly 
about.  
 
For example, if you care a lot about getting into a top college or graduate school, your grades should be very 
important to you.  Whereas if you don’t want to go to college, your grades probably won’t be as important to 
you.  
 

You will rate on a scale of 1-10 how important is the task/goal to complete or succeed in? 
 

 
CRITERIA 3. SATISFACTION 
Satisfaction is the fulfillment of your expectations, needs, or the pleasure derived from completing a task or 
reaching a goal.  The more joy or pleasure you receive from completing a task or reaching a goal, the higher 
your satisfaction. 
 
For most people, it is more satisfying to complete a good workout than doing nothing all day. 
 

You will rate on a scale of 1-10 how much satisfaction will you gain by completing or 
succeeding in the task/goal? 
 

 
CRITERIA 4. PAIN 
What pain or discomfort will you feel if you don’t complete a task or reach a goal?  A painful event is one that 
causes either physical or mental discomfort.  
 
It may be more painful to have a missing assignment rather than actually doing your homework. It may be 
more painful to not wake up for a workout than to get extra sleep.  
 

You will rate on a scale of 1-10 how much pain or discomfort will you experience by NOT 
completing or succeeding in the task/goal? 
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Sample Situation from the Drill Presentation 
 
CONSIDER THIS: You are soon going to be taking the ACT for the final time.  You need to improve your ACT 
score to reach your college goal.  You have your final ACT prep class scheduled this Saturday afternoon.  You 
get a text from a friend inviting you to join them at a concert Saturday night, but you will have to miss the 
class to attend.  
 
You know you need to attend the class, but you really want to go to the concert with your 
friends. How would you decide? 
 
You would use the sample scorecard below to rate the options using the 4-criteria in making a decision and 
tally up the total score to help make the decision.  
 

Decision Making Scorecard 

Attend the ACT Prep Class  Go to concert with friends 

Urgency of class                                 8    Urgency of concert                             8   

Importance of class                             8    Importance of concert                        8   

Satisfaction of increasing ACT score     8  Satisfaction of attending concert        10 

Pain of failing to increase ACT Score     9  Pain of missing concert                       5 

TOTAL                                         33  TOTAL                                         31 
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Try it Out With a Decision You are Currently Facing 
You can use the Decision Making Scorecard format below going forward when facing a tough decision.  Think 
of a decision you are in the process of making or one that you will likely need to make in the future that has 2 
alternatives.  It could be as simple as to do something or not do it.  Or, it could be a choice to do one of 2 (or 
more) things.  This process can be used for more than 2 alternatives but this particular scorecard lists 2 
options. 
 
Upcoming Decision:_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Option A:_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Option B:_________________________________________________________________________________  
 
 

Decision Making Scorecard 

Option A  Option B 

URGENCY of completion/success (1-10)     URGENCY of completion/success (1-10)    

IMPORTANCE of completion/success (1-10)     IMPORTANCE of completion/success (1-10)    

SATISFACTION of completion/success (1-10)       SATISFACTION of completion/success (1-10)      

PAIN of non-completion/failure (1-10)       PAIN of non-completion/failure (1-10)      

TOTAL     TOTAL   

 
Remember to use the 4-criteria to make good decisions and scorecard format 

whenever you are faced with making difficult decisions in the future. 
 

You may want to print this page out multiple times to use this scorecard to 
help with future decisions. 
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